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ABSTRACT
Network partitions are inevitable in large-scale cloud systems. Despite developer’s efforts in handling network partitions throughout designing, implementing and testing cloud systems, bugs caused by network partitions, i.e., partition bugs, still exist and cause severe failures in production clusters. It is challenging to expose these partition bugs because they often require network partitions to start and stop at specific timings.

In this paper, we propose Consistency-Guided Fault Injection (CoFI), a novel technique that systematically injects network partitions to effectively expose partition bugs. We observe that, network partitions can leave cloud systems in inconsistent states, where partition bugs are more likely to occur. Based on this observation, CoFI first infers invariants (i.e., consistent states) among different nodes in a cloud system. Once detecting violations to the inferred invariants (i.e., inconsistent states) while running the cloud system, CoFI injects network partitions to prevent the cloud system from recovering back to consistent states, and thoroughly tests whether the cloud system still proceeds correctly at inconsistent states. We have applied CoFI to three widely-deployed cloud systems, i.e., Cassandra, HDFS, and YARN. CoFI has detected 12 previously-unknown bugs, and four of them have been confirmed by developers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization → Cloud computing; Reliability; • Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Cloud systems are playing an increasingly important role in our daily life. A majority of Fortune 500 companies adopt cloud storage to host their data [6, 11]. Many popular social media websites are backed up by cloud services [15, 27]. As a result, the dependability of cloud systems has become more important than ever. When cloud systems fail, the consequences are usually severe. For example, a three-hour AWS outage in 2017 led to a 150 million dollar loss for S&P 500 companies [10]. As another example, when Facebook service failed in 2014, many Los Angeles residents called 911 [5].

Cloud systems run on networked commodity machines, where network partitions can occur as frequently as once a week and one incident may last for minutes or even hours [2, 17, 19, 40, 41]. Therefore, dependable cloud systems must handle network partitions correctly. Unfortunately, this is a challenging task since network partitions can happen to any node and can start and stop at any time. Even though developers strive to handle network partitions throughout designing, implementing, and testing a cloud system, network partitions can still lead to cloud system failures [2, 7].

We use a three-node replica-based cloud system in Figure 1 to illustrate the typical process when a cloud system encounters a network partition. Normally, different nodes in a cloud system keep their states consistent by exchanging messages (Phase 1). When a network partition starts, the nodes on the different sides of the partition become disconnected. This may occur when the three nodes have consistent states (Phase 2). However, the two nodes on the left side may change their states (e.g., serving a data update request from the client), causing inconsistency between the two sides (Phase 2 to Phase 3). Similarly, a network partition may occur when the left two nodes are already inconsistent with the right node (Phase 1 to Phase 3). This is possible because in cloud systems, node states are updated asynchronously. When a network partition starts, cloud systems often have various built-in mechanisms to recover from inconsistent states, e.g., repeatedly trying to connect the partitioned nodes for recovery. Thus, cloud systems can still
Fault injection is a common technique for testing cloud systems against adversarial conditions, e.g., node crashes and network partitions. Many works inject node crashes when testing cloud systems [1, 29, 30]. However, node crashes and network partitions are fundamentally different. First, node crashes and network partitions often exercise different recovery operations of a cloud system. Second, crashing a node will remove its in-memory state, while partitioning a node will not. So, these node-crashing injection techniques are inapplicable to expose partition bugs in cloud systems. Recently, a few tools have been proposed to inject network failures when testing cloud systems. For example, Namazu randomly drops network packages with a configured probability [32]. However, such a fault model resembles an unreliable network, which is different from network partitions. NEAT [2] and Jepsen [23] can inject network partitions when testing cloud systems, but they rely on developers to specify when a network partition starts and stops.

In this paper, we propose Consistency-guided Fault Injection (CoFI), an automated technique to expose partition bugs by systematically injecting network partitions into cloud systems. We find that partition bugs are more likely to occur when cloud systems are running at inconsistent states (i.e., Phases 3 and 4 in Figure 1) due to two main reasons. First, node communications at inconsistent states are harder to reason about than at consistent states. Second, cloud systems strive to recover system states from inconsistency as quickly as possible, leaving smaller time windows for developers to test cloud systems at inconsistent states. Based on this observation, CoFI’s main idea is to inject network partitions to thoroughly exercise cloud systems at inconsistent states.

Specifically, CoFI first employs distributed program invariants [14, 20] to represent the consistent states in a cloud system. A distributed program invariant (or invariant for short) is a property that must hold when multiple nodes are each at certain program point. Using invariants to represent consistent states allows CoFI to automatically identify consistent states in different cloud systems.

Then, CoFI monitors the cloud system’s runtime states and starts a network partition when an inconsistent state occurs, i.e., an invariant is temporarily violated. Starting the network partition at inconsistent states can prevent the cloud system from recovering back to consistent states, so that CoFI can thoroughly test the cloud system at inconsistent states. Finally, CoFI systematically explores the stopping point of the network partition based on message types. Hence, CoFI enables more efficient testing of the cloud system than exhaustively stopping the partition for every message.

We have implemented a prototype of CoFI and applied it to multiple versions of three popular cloud systems, namely Cassandra [35], HDFS [39], and YARN [38]. CoFI can successfully detect 4 known bugs, and 12 unknown bugs that have never been reported before. Moreover, the triggering processes of 10 out of these 16 bugs have timing requirements on both the starting and the stopping points of their network partitions. At the time of this writing, developers have confirmed four of the 12 unknown bugs reported by CoFI.

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper.

- We propose consistency-guided fault injection (CoFI), a novel approach to expose partition bugs by systematically injecting network partitions at inconsistent states of cloud systems. CoFI can efficiently expose partition bugs that have timing requirements on the starting and stopping points of network partitions.
- We implement a prototype of CoFI, and evaluate CoFI using multiple versions of three popular cloud systems, namely Cassandra, HDFS, and YARN. CoFI detects 12 previously-unknown bugs, and four of them have been confirmed by developers.

\[1\]https://hanseychen.github.io/CoFI/

2 MOTIVATION AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we first motivate consistency-guided fault injection (i.e., CoFI) with a real-world example. Then, we use the motivating example to discuss how CoFI addresses its main challenges.

2.1 A Motivating Example

2.1.1 The Triggering Process. Figure 2 shows the triggering process of CASSANDRA-2115, a partition bug that manifests when two Cassandra nodes exchange gossip messages at a specific inconsistent state. In a Cassandra cluster, each node obtains the status of its peers through exchanging gossip messages. Updates to a node’s status are ordered using vector clocks. If \( C_1 \), \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) are the three
nodes in a cluster, both \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) will know that \( C_1 \) is running normally (Step 3). The cluster is now at a consistent state (Phase 1 in Figure 1). When a user decommissions \( C_1 \), \( C_1 \) will change its status to “Left”, increases its clock value (from \( t_0 \) to \( t_1 \)), and then notifies its peers about the update. When \( C_2 \) receives the update message, it will modify its local copy accordingly (Step 2) since the incoming message has a greater clock value (\( t_1 > t_0 \)). However, due to a network partition, \( C_3 \) does not receive any message about the update (Step 2). As a result, \( C_3 \) will falsely believe that \( C_1 \) is still running normally. At this moment, the cluster becomes partitioned and inconsistent (Phase 3 in Figure 1). After certain amount of time, \( C_2 \) drops \( C_1 \)’s status, together with the clock value (Step 3). At this point, the network partition heals, allowing \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) to exchange messages at the inconsistent state where \( C_2 \) forgets about \( C_1 \) while \( C_3 \) thinks \( C_1 \) is running normally (Phase 4 in Figure 1). We use \{2, Normal\} to denote this inconsistent state. \( C_3 \) then propagates to \( C_2 \) an outdated value of \( C_1 \)’s status (Step 3). Since \( C_2 \) now knows nothing about \( C_1 \), it will blindly accept \( C_3 \)’s value, even though it is outdated (\( t_0 < t_1 \)). As a result, \( C_1 \) reappears to be running normally after it has already been decommissioned!

2.1.2 Timing Requirements on Network Partitions. To trigger this bug, \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) need to exchange a gossip message at the inconsistent state \{2, Normal\}. This requires the network partition to start after Step 3 and before Step 4, as well as to stop after Step 3 and before Step 5. First, if the network partition starts before Step 3, \( C_3 \) will not consider \( C_1 \) as running normally. Second, if the network partition starts after Step 3 or stops before Step 5, \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) will eventually agree that \( C_1 \) has left. Finally, if the network partition does not stop before Step 5, \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) will not exchange gossip messages at state \{2, Normal\}. The bug will not be triggered if any of the aforementioned situations happen. Such a complex timing requirement on the network partition makes the bug difficult to be exposed using random or developer-specified fault injection.

2.2 Challenges and Solutions

To trigger the partition bug in our motivating example, CoFI injects network partitions to thoroughly test the cloud system at inconsistent states. CoFI needs to address the following three challenges.

2.2.1 Challenge 1: How to Represent and Decide Consistent States? The consistency of a system state is closely related to the specific protocols that individual cloud system adopts. For example, Cassandra uses Paxos to replicate user data [36] while HDFS uses replication pipeline [39]. Moreover, even for the same protocol, two cloud systems may have their own implementations such as Cassandra’s and Google Spanner’s Paxos implementations [18]. CoFI employs distributed program invariants [14, 20] to represent the consistent states in a cloud system. A distributed program invariant is a property that must hold when multiple nodes are each at certain program point. For a selected invariant, a cloud system state is consistent if it satisfies the invariant. Otherwise, the state is inconsistent. We can use the following invariant to represent the consistent states in our motivating example, i.e., \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) agree on \( C_1 \)’s status:

\[
\text{status}_{C_1}@C_2 == \text{status}_{C_1}@C_3
\]

From Figure 2 we can see that, at a consistent state, e.g., Step 1, the above invariant is satisfied. Conversely, at an inconsistent state, e.g., Step 3, the above invariant is violated. Since the invariants can be automatically extracted from cloud systems, such consistent states can be easily applied to different protocols and implementations.

2.2.2 Challenge 2: When to Start a Network Partition? An intuitive idea is to start a network partition at every point during the system execution since it simulates the real-world scenario that the network can be partitioned at any time. However, this approach is impractical due to extremely high overhead. In our motivating example, Step 3 alone lasts for more than one minute, containing too many execution points to explore. Instead, CoFI injects a network partition as soon as it detects an inconsistent state at run time. For example, using the invariant in §2.2.1 to represent consistent states, CoFI will start the network partition after \( C_2 \) updates its local copy of \( C_1 \)’s status to “Left” (Step 2) and before \( C_3 \) updates its local copy of \( C_1 \)’s status to “Left”. To provide maximum chances of exposing partition bugs, CoFI injects network partitions at the message level (instead of at the user operation level as employed by other tools [2, 23]) by failing the message exchanges among nodes. Therefore, the gossip messages at Step 3 will be failed, keeping \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) inconsistent.

2.2.3 Challenge 3: When to Stop a Network Partition? To exercise a cloud system at inconsistent states, one can try to stop the network partition at every execution point (i.e., enabling message exchange before each message is sent). However, this approach of exhaustively searching all possible points to stop the network partition has very high overhead. For instance, Step 3 alone consists of more than 100 gossip messages. Trying to stop the network partition before each of them will be inefficient for exposing our motivating bug. To address this issue, CoFI classifies messages into different types and systematically explores the timing of stopping a network partition for each type of messages, instead of each message. After the classification, the gossip messages at Step 3 are grouped into only a few types, drastically reducing the number of stopping points to explore.

3 CONSISTENCY-GUIDED FAULT INJECTION

In this section, we first discuss CoFI’s fault model. Then, we explain CoFI’s workflow and explain its major steps.

3.1 Fault Model

CoFI tests a cloud system by injecting a period of temporary network partition to one node in the system. Here, “temporary” means that a started network partition will stop at certain point. Note that starting a network partition at inconsistent states only tests the cloud system at Phase 3 in Figure 1. To thoroughly test a cloud system at inconsistent states, CoFI also stops the network partition to test the cloud system at Phase 4, i.e., exchanging messages among inconsistent nodes.

The specifics of our fault model are as follows. First, in a test run, only one node will be partitioned. Second, the network partition can start and stop at any time (controlled by CoFI), but CoFI will only start and stop the network partition once per test run. Third, during the network partition, all the messages being sent from or
delivered to the partitioned node will be failed. CoFI focuses on this simple network partition model because it is realistic, and more importantly, cloud systems are expected to correctly handle such a simple fault model at the minimum. It is worth noting that CoFI can be extended to test more complicated fault models, e.g., partitioning multiple nodes and simplex partition [2]. We leave them as future work.

### 3.2 CoFI in A Nutshell

Figure 3 presents an overview of CoFI’s workflow. CoFI works in two stages: invariant mining and fault injection. In the invariant mining stage, CoFI first runs the cloud system using the workload and records the runtime values of the interesting variables. Then, CoFI mines distributed program invariants from the recorded variable values. The mined invariants will be used to guide starting and stopping network partitions in the fault injection stage. Specifically, for each invariant, which represents consistent system states, CoFI systematically explores the scenarios of network partitions that start at an inconsistent state where the invariant is violated and stop at a later execution point. During each testing run, CoFI uses the checker to detect incorrect system behaviors, e.g., system down. When the checker fails, CoFI will generate a detailed bug report to help developers diagnose the failure. The bug report contains information about the executed workload, the failure symptom, the runtime values of the invariant-related variables, as well as the messages failed by the network partition.

### 3.3 Specifying Interesting Variables

#### 3.3.1 Which Variables are Interesting?

In the invariant mining stage, CoFI mines distributed program invariants based on the runtime values of some interesting variables. Which variables are interesting? We observe that two categories of variables can better represent the state of a cloud system, namely system metadata (e.g., the status of a Cassandra node as shown in our motivating example) and user metadata (e.g., the location of a container in YARN). This meta-information is critical because anything wrong with this meta-information may seriously affect the reliability of a cloud system. Moreover, an interesting variable should have data flow from or to the network so that CoFI can exercise the cloud system in inconsistent states by controlling the timing of the network partition. For instance, the status[C1] variable in our motivating example is a system metadata that has data flow to and from the network. By starting the network partition when C2 and C3 are inconsistent on status[C1] (Step 3 in Figure 2) and stopping the network partition after C2 removes its status[C1] (Step 3), CoFI triggers the bug.

#### 3.3.2 How to Specify Interesting Variables?

Since CoFI may access an interesting variable outside of its scope, we represent an interesting variable using the path to access the variable from a Java static field (Java’s global variable). We refer to these paths as access paths. Figure 4 lists two interesting variables (i.e., two access paths) that refer to the same metadata in HDFS. Specifically, these two variables both store the status of a NameNode, i.e., whether the NameNode is active or standby. When specifying an interesting variable, one should specify the access path followed by the metadata stored in the variable. Let’s use the first interesting variable (Line 2) to further explain how the access path works. NameNode.instance is a static field that refers to a NameNode object, and state is the NameNode object’s instance field that stores the NameNode’s status. At run time, CoFI accesses this interesting variable by first accessing the NameNode.instance object and then accessing the state field of that NameNode.instance object. Developers can provide their own interesting variables to represent system states, customizing CoFI to test the states they are interested in. The effort needed to specify an interesting variable depends on the implementation details involved in the access path. For example, it is straightforward to derive the first access path in Figure 4 because it matches with "the NameNode’s status". Conversely, specifying the second access path requires the knowledge that a DataNode stores information about the NameNodes in the bpManager field. The metadata after each access path is a user-defined identifier, which helps CoFI select interesting invariants in the invariant mining stage (§3.4.3).

### 3.4 Invariant Mining

In the invariant mining stage, CoFI first runs the cloud system and records the interesting variables’ values at the program points that likely reflect consistent system states. Then, CoFI groups the values recorded on different nodes to reconstruct the consistent states, from which invariants are mined. Finally, from the mined invariants, CoFI selects the interesting ones to guide fault injection in the next stage.

#### 3.4.1 Which Program Points to Collect Variable Values?

To derive consistent states in a cloud system, CoFI mines distributed program invariants from the interesting variables’ runtime values at certain program points. The convention is to choose program points like function entrances, function exits, and loop entrances [14]. However, values at these program points may reflect the intermediate results of a node’s local computation, which do not represent the system’s consistent states. Instead, CoFI selects program points right before a message is sent (before-send program points) and right after a message is handled (after-handle program points). Specifically, CoFI considers the entrance of a message-sending method as

![Figure 3: CoFI’s workflow. The two solid boxes represent the two stages of CoFI’s workflow. The three dotted boxes represent the configurable inputs to each stage.](image_url)
When the interesting variable is the desired invariant, i.e., the invariant in §2.2.1.

For example, in HDFS’s replication protocol, all the replicas should have the same data when a write succeeds. If any pair of replicas have different data, the whole property no longer holds. When the interesting variable is status[C1] in Figure 5, grouping C2’s value at Line 3 and C3’s value at Line 8 allows CoFI to mine the desired invariant, i.e., the invariant in §2.2.1.

3.4.2 How to Associate Values from Different Nodes? After collecting variable values at the before-send program points and the after-handle program points, CoFI needs to group these values to reconstruct the consistent states. Since the sender and the receiver of a message are usually consistent at the corresponding before-send and after-handle program points, CoFI groups the variable values at the pair of these program points to reconstruct the consistent states. Since the sender and the receiver of the same message are usually consistent at the pair of these program points.

Figure 5 illustrates such a property using our motivating example. It shows a partial execution of C2 and C3 if the network partition does not occur and C2 sends a gossip message to C3 at Step 3 in Figure 2. At the before-send program point (Line 3 in Figure 5), C2 has updated its copy of C1’s status (Line 2). At the after-handle program point (Line 8), C3 has also updated its copy of C1’s status according to the gossip message from C2 (Line 7). As a result, C2 and C3 are consistent about C1’s status at this pair of program points.

Algorithm 1: Running fault injection tests for an invariant.

```
1 Algorithm 1: Running fault injection tests for an invariant.
2 Input: invariant, workload, checker
3 iStates := runWithoutPartition(invariant)
4 while iState := iStates.next() do
5   for iNd ∈ iState.inconsistentNodes do
6     passedNewMsgType := true; allMsgTypes := {}
7     while passedNewMsgType do
8       (newIStates, passedNewMsgType) := runWithPartition(iState, allMsgTypes)
9       iStates.add(newIStates)
10   if checker.failed then
11     generateBugReport()
12     return (getNewInconsistentStates(), passedNewMsgTp)
13   partition := WAITING; passedNewMsgTp := false
14   while workload.isRunning do
15     if partition = WAITING ∧ curState = iState then
16       partition := STARTED
17     if partition = STARTED ∧ curMsg ∈ allMsgTps then
18       allMsgTypes.add(curMsg)
19       passedNewMsgTp := true; partition := STOPPED
20     generateBugReport()
21     return (getNewInconsistentStates(), passedNewMsgTp)
```

Exploring all these invariants can be very time-consuming. Therefore, CoFI further prunes the mined invariants based on a few heuristics, allowing developers to run more interesting tests within a limited budget.

First, CoFI only selects invariants that involve multiple (i.e., two in our setting) nodes. Cross-node invariants capture the consistent states of different nodes. When they are violated, the involved nodes are inconsistent. Second, CoFI removes invariants among variables that refer to different metadata because it may not be meaningful to compare two different metadata. Record that, when specifying an interesting variable, developers also specify the metadata referred to by the variable (§3.3.2). If an invariant involves variables that refer to different metadata, the invariant will be disregarded. By default, Daikon mines many types of invariants, e.g., the equality of variable values (e.g., var1 == var2 + var3), and the membership relation between two variables (e.g., var1 == var2 ∈ var3). CoFI focuses on equality invariants since it is usually easier to violate these invariants, i.e., to create inconsistent states, during the test runs. Since the invariant for triggering CASSANDRA-2115 asserts the equality of the same metadata on two nodes, CoFI will select it.

Note that, CoFI’s methodology allows using any invariant to represent consistent states, pruning out less interesting invariants improves the test efficiency.

3.5 Fault Injection

In the fault injection stage, CoFI conducts multiple test runs for each mined invariant, as shown in Algorithm 1. More specifically, for each invariant, CoFI first runs the cloud system without injecting network partition to record possible inconsistent states for starting
the network partition in the later runs (Line 1). Then, CoFI iterates over each inconsistent state as the starting point of a network partition (Line 2). For each inconsistent state, CoFI also explores partitioning different inconsistent nodes (Line 3). For each inconsistent state, partitioned node pair, CoFI repeatedly runs the cloud system to systematically explore different scenarios of network partitions described as follows.

In each test run for exploring one scenario of a network partition, CoFI first starts the workload (Line 9) and monitors the cloud system’s runtime state (represented by the invariant-related variables). Once the system reaches the selected inconsistent state of the current run, CoFI starts the network partition by stopping future messages sending from or delivering to the partitioned node (Lines 12-13). CoFI systematically explores different network partition stopping points by stopping the network partition before different types of messages.

For each message type, CoFI explores two possible cases: stopping the network partition or maintaining the network partition at this point. Specifically, after the network partition starts, CoFI intercepts every message that is sending from or delivering to the partitioned node. If having not seen the type of an intercepted message, CoFI explores the scenario of stopping the partition at this point, which allows the current and future messages to pass (Lines 14-16). Otherwise, CoFI maintains the network partition by dropping the message. CoFI simulates message drop at the application level instead of the OS level. More details will be explained in §4. At the end of each test run, if the checker fails, CoFI generates a bug report for the failure (Lines 17-18). CoFI terminates exploring the scenarios of the network partition for the pair of inconsistent state, partitioned node if there is no new message type encountered in the latest run (Line 5), which means CoFI has explored both passing and failing all the message types.

Due to the non-determinism in the cloud system’s execution, some inconsistent states may not occur in the first partition-free run but in the later runs. Therefore, CoFI continues collecting new inconsistent states in each test run (Line 19). The newly collected inconsistent states will be used as the starting point of the network partition in the successive runs (Line 7). It is also possible that some inconsistent states CoFI initially collected may not occur in the later test runs. To address this issue, CoFI will retry the test runs multiple times (a configurable parameter) for the inconsistent state.

3.5.1 Identifying Inconsistent States. To identify the possible inconsistent states during the partition-free run (Line 1 in Algorithm 1) and the runs with network partitions (Line 6 in Algorithm 1), CoFI monitors the runtime values of the interesting variables. Specifically, CoFI synchronously collects the variable values at the before-send program points and the after-handle program points. By collecting values at the after-handle program points, CoFI can capture the state change that is caused by a node handling a state-changing message. As shown in our motivating example, after C2 handles C3’s gossip message at Step 3 in Figure 2, CoFI will immediately know that $\text{status}[C_1]@C_2$ has become “Left”. Sometimes, a state change is not caused by the node handling a message. For example, Step 3 in Figure 2 happens after a timeout (Line 1 in Figure 2). To capture these state changes, CoFI collects the variable values at the before-send program points. Since cloud systems often employ a heartbeat mechanism, collecting variable values at before-send program points helps CoFI periodically refresh its copy of a node’s state. When $C_2$ tries to send a gossip after Step 3 in Figure 2, CoFI will realize that $\text{status}[C_1]@C_2$ has become $\emptyset$.

3.5.2 Classifying Messages. When CoFI fails a message during a network partition, the cloud system can react in two ways: The cloud system can simply retry sending the message, or initiate a different protocol to perform recovery (e.g., Cassandra will initiate hinted-handoff when a data replication message fails). Stopping the network partition for retried messages is unnecessary since exchanging the same type of messages will not exercise the cloud system differently. However, stopping the network partition in the second scenario can test if the alternative protocol will proceed correctly at inconsistent states.

Based on this observation, CoFI systematically explores stopping the network partition before each type of messages (Lines 14-16 in Algorithm 1), instead of each message. An ideal message type should correlate with the code segments that will be executed when sending or handling the message. In this way, stopping the network partition before different types of messages may exercise different code segments in the cloud system.

CoFI represents the message type using the quad $<\text{stack, sender, receiver, state}>$, where stack is the runtime call stack of the message sending method, sender and receiver are the sender and the receiver of the message, and state is the system state (i.e., the values of the invariant-related variables) when the message is sent. The message type includes the sender call stack of a message because it reflects the execution path on the sender side. Moreover, messages sent at different call stacks usually belong to different protocols (e.g., Cassandra’s gossip and hinted-handoff protocols), or different steps of the same protocol (e.g., the commit-request step and the commit step of a two-phase commit protocol [42]). Therefore, handling these messages will execute different code segments on the receiver side. The other three elements in the message type also correlate with the code segments that will be exercised. In our motivating example, the following three types of messages execute different code segments at the receiver side:

- **Type 1**: $<\text{stack}_\text{gossip}, C_2, C_3, \{\text{Left, Normal}\}>$
- **Type 2**: $<\text{stack}_\text{gossip}, C_3, C_2, \{\text{Left, Normal}\}>$
- **Type 3**: $<\text{stack}_\text{gossip}, C_3, C_2, \{\emptyset, \text{Normal}\}>$

Specifically, a Type 1 message will trigger the code that checks the message’s vector clock and updates the receiver’s state, a Type 2 message will exercise the code that checks the message’s vector clock and discards the message, and a Type 3 message will execute the code that blindly accepts the value in the message. For example, all the gossip messages that $C_2$ sends to $C_3$ at Step 3 in Figure 2 belong to Type 1. As a result, CoFI will not redundantly try to stop the network partition before each of these equivalent gossip messages.

3.6 Workload and Checker

Workloads drive CoFI to exercise a target cloud system. They can come from various sources ranging from simple unit tests to carefully-crafted test cases for stress testing. Although CoFI can be driven by different workloads, CoFI is most effective when the workload includes cross-node operations that repeatedly read and
write the interesting variables in different ways. With such a workload, CoFI can explore more network partition scenarios. For each of our tested cloud system, we implement a few such workloads using common admin operations (e.g., ResourceManager failover in YARN) and user operations (e.g., file movement in HDFS).

Moreover, developers can flexibly implement checkers to assert the system properties they care about. We provide default checkers in CoFI, one per workload. Specifically, our checkers check for both general failures (i.e., FATAL entries, ERROR entries, and exceptions in execution logs, as well as node crashes) and operation-specific failures (e.g., returning error code and reading stale data).

4 IMPLEMENTATION

CoFI has three components: an instrumentation engine, an invariant mining engine, and a fault injection engine. The instrumentation engine instruments the cloud system to allow reading the interesting variables at run time as well as intercepting message sending and message handling method calls. The invariant mining engine runs the cloud system and mines distributed program invariants from the values recorded by the instrumented code. The fault injection engine runs the workload and the checker on the cloud system and interacts with the instrumented code to inject network partitions.

4.1 Code Instrumentation

We build CoFI’s instrumentation engine using Javassist [8], a Java bytecode instrumentation toolkit. To enable accessing interesting variables at run time, the instrumentation engine adds a getter method for each field in the target system. To intercept message sending method calls, the instrumentation engine adds a call to CoFI’s beforeEach() API at the beginning of each message sending method (i.e., each before-send program point). Similarly, to intercept message handling method calls, the instrumentation engine adds a call to CoFI’s afterHandle() API at the end of each message handling method (i.e., each after-handle program point). We integrate CoFI with the knowledge of the message sending methods and the message handling methods in popular cloud systems, e.g., sendOneWay() in Cassandra. Developers can configure CoFI to instrument different message-passing methods. Inside the message sending methods, the instrumentation engine also adds code to simulate the network partition’s effect on the local node. In the fault injection stage, this code will be executed when the fault injection engine decides to fail the message. Developers can also configure the effect of the network partition. By default, the instrumented code throws an IOException.

Both beforeEach() and afterHandle() take three parameters: the sender of the message, the receiver of the message, and the class of the message. All three parameters are used to generate an ID for the message in the invariant mining stage. The sender and the receiver parameters are also sent to the fault injection engine to decide the message type during the fault injection stage.

4.2 Invariant Mining

In the invariant mining stage, beforeEach() and afterHandle() perform similar tasks: Both APIs first record the interesting variables’ values through calling the getter methods. Then, the APIs generate an ID for the message-to-send or the handled message. Finally, they associate the variable values with the message ID and write them to a log, from which the invariant mining engine mines invariants.

Note that CoFI needs to pair the before-send and after-handle program points of the same message to reconstruct a state. To identify the same message on the sender and receiver sides, CoFI makes two assumptions: (1) Each communication channel between two nodes is FIFO; (2) Messages of the same class go through the same channel. Take our motivating bug as an example, under these two assumptions, the first gossip message that C2 sends to C3 is the first gossip message that C3 receives from C2. All of our tested systems satisfy these two assumptions. With these assumptions, CoFI constructs the message ID to be the concatenation of the message’s sender, receiver, class, and the counter i. In this way, a message will have the same ID on the sender and receiver sides.

When mining invariants, the invariant mining engine first groups the variable values at the before-send program point and the after-handle program point of the same message to form a system state. The engine then concatenates the states of the same program point pair (i.e., same sender, same receiver, and same message class) to form a trace of the states for that program point pair. Afterwards, the engine runs Daikon [14] on the traces to mine invariants. Finally, the mined invariants are pruned based on the rules in §3.4.3.

4.3 Fault Injection

In the fault injection stage, the beforeEach() and afterHandle() APIs record the runtime values of the invariant-related variables and report them to the fault injection engine. The beforeEach() API also reports the pending message sending event to the fault injection engine, and waits for the engine’s decision on whether the message should be failed. If the engine decides to fail the message, the beforeEach() API will return a false, triggering the execution of the instrumented code in its caller (i.e., the message sending method) to simulate the network partition, e.g., by throwing an Exception to signal the caller about the network partition, or by returning from the message sending method to simulate a silent message drop.

5 EVALUATION

Our evaluation aims to answer three research questions: (1) How effective is CoFI in detecting partition bugs in cloud systems? (2) How does CoFI compare with other approaches for injecting network partitions? (3) How efficient is CoFI? We perform our evaluation using a CloudLab [12] machine that runs Ubuntu 16.04. The machine has 40 Xeon® E5-2660 processors and 157 GB memory.

5.1 Experimental Methodology

5.1.1 Target Cloud Systems. We select three widely-used open-source cloud systems as our experiment subjects, i.e., Cassandra [35], HDFS [39], and YARN [38]. They represent different kinds of cloud systems. First, they provide different functionalities: Cassandra is a distributed NoSQL database, HDFS is a distributed file system, and YARN is a distributed computing framework. Moreover, these systems adopt different system architectures: Cassandra is a peer-to-peer system while HDFS and YARN are coordinator/worker systems. Finally, to combat network partitions, these systems implement different recovery mechanisms, e.g., HDFS employs data
Table 1: Experimental settings for the target systems. “Var #” shows the numbers of the interesting variables for each system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Operations in the Workloads</th>
<th>Interesting Metadata</th>
<th>Var #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra-3.11.5</td>
<td>Create keyspace/column family, read/write data, add/remove column, decommission node</td>
<td>Node status, node token, keyspace name</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-3.0</td>
<td>Read/write file, move file/directory, failover NameNode, failover DataNode</td>
<td>DataNode ID, NameNode ID, NameNode status, data block ID, data block location</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-2.10.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>NodeManager ID, container ID, container location, ResourceManager ID, ResourceM...</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARN-3.0</td>
<td>Launch/stop application, failover NodeManager, failover ResourceManager</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARN-2.10.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The known bugs used to evaluate CoFI. “S” shows whether stopping a network partition is needed to trigger the bug. “Operations” shows the operations in the workload for exposing each bug.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug ID</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Operations</th>
<th>Interesting Metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CASSANDRA-3975</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Write data, drop table</td>
<td>Column family name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASSANDRA-2115</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Decommission node</td>
<td>Node status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-14372</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Shutdown DataNode</td>
<td>DataNode ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARN-4288</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Start cluster</td>
<td>NodeManager ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

re-replication to recover inconsistent user data [39], and Cassandra uses gossip to recover inconsistent system metadata [13].

5.1.2 Detecting Partition Bugs. To evaluate CoFI’s effectiveness, we apply CoFI to our target systems and check if CoFI can detect both known bugs and unknown bugs.

Detecting Known Bugs. First, we collect several known partition bugs by inspecting the recently published bug datasets [2, 7, 25, 30]. If a bug satisfies the following requirements, we select it to evaluate CoFI: (1) It happens in our target systems. (2) It only requires partitioning one node to trigger. (3) We can manually reproduce the bug. Finally, we obtained four partition bugs, as shown in Table 2. These four known bugs cover all three target systems, and have different timing requirements on the network partition (Column S). Table 2 also shows the operations in each bug’s workload and the metadata stored in the interesting variables which we specify for each bug. The operations are extracted from the bug reports. The interesting variables are identified through understanding each bug’s triggering process.

Detecting Unknown Bugs. To evaluate CoFI’s effectiveness in detecting unknown bugs, we apply CoFI to test the latest versions of our target systems. For HDFS and YARN, we test both their version 2 and version 3 since these versions are both widely deployed and under active development. For Cassandra, we only test its version 3 since the latest minor release of its version 2 (Cassandra-2.2) will no longer be supported after Cassandra’s next major release [37]. Table 1 lists the selected system versions.

We design several workloads for each target system using the common user and admin operations as shown in Table 1. For HDFS and YARN, we use the same set of operations for both of their versions. The operations in each workload follow natural order, e.g., create a table before writing data to it. For Cassandra-3, we implement four workloads on a three-node cluster to test regular data access, Paxos data access, schema update, and node decommission. For both HDFS-2 and HDFS-3, we design three workloads to test file system operations, NameNode failover, and DataNode failover. Both the file system operations workload and the NameNode failover workload run on a cluster of two NameNodes and three DataNodes while the DataNode failover workload runs on a cluster with two NameNodes and four DataNodes. For YARN-2, we create three workloads: Run a YARN application in a cluster of one ResourceManager and one NodeManager; ResourceManager failover in a cluster of two ResourceManagers and one NodeManager; NodeManager failover in a cluster of two ResourceManagers and two NodeManagers. For YARN-3, we build two workloads: ResourceManager failover when a YARN application is running in a cluster of two ResourceManagers and one NodeManager; NodeManager failover when a YARN application is running in a cluster of two ResourceManagers and two NodeManagers. Moreover, each YARN cluster also runs on top of an HDFS cluster with one NameNode and one DataNode.

Our checkers check for both general failures (i.e., FATAL entries, ERROR entries, and exceptions in execution logs, as well as node crashes) and operation-specific failures (e.g., returning an error code and reading stale data). To explore more network partition scenarios, we limit at most 100 fault injection runs for each invariant.

Table 1 also shows the metadata stored in the interesting variables that we specify for each target system. For Cassandra-3, we specify the interesting variable that stores keyspace name instead of column family name as for triggering CASSANDRA-3975. This is because keyspace names are accessed more often than column family names (to access a column family, one needs to first access the owner keyspace), potentially exposing more system behaviors when two nodes are inconsistent on a keyspace name. To enable accessing the interesting variables in HDFS and YARN, we add two static fields to each version of HDFS and three static fields to each version of YARN to refer to the objects of the main components in the system, i.e., NameNode, DataNode, ResourceManager, NodeManager, and ApplicationMaster. In total, this only involves modifying 22 lines of code for all four system versions. The manual efforts for specifying the interesting variables are acceptable: One of our authors specified all the interesting variables and implemented all the modifications in the target systems in a few hours, even if he only has a basic understanding of these systems. For the developers of these systems, specifying interesting variables should take much less time.

5.1.3 Comparing with an Alternative Approach. We compare CoFI with injecting network partitions randomly. To be more specific, we repeatedly run each workload for the same time as CoFI spends when testing the target systems. During each test run, we inject a
network partition randomly. The scenario of the network partition is determined before each test run. First, we randomly select a node to inject network partition. Then, we decide when to start and stop the network partition. The starting point and the stopping point of the network partition are represented using the time offset from the start of a test run. We randomly choose a time offset between 0 and the longest test duration to be the starting point of the network partition, and randomly select a time offset between the starting point and the longest test duration to be the stopping point of the network partition. The longest test duration will be updated when a longer test run occurs. If a test run finishes before the starting point/stopping point is reached, the network partition does not start/stop in that test run.

5.2 Detecting Partition Bugs

5.2.1 Overall Experimental Results. Table 3 lists the partition bugs triggered by CoFI. In this table, we show the detailed information about each bug, including the bug's ID in JIRA (Bug ID), the failure symptom of the bug (Failure Symptom), the interesting metadata in the invariant that guides CoFI to expose the bug (Interesting Metadata), whether the bug requires stopping the network partition to trigger (Stop), whether the bug has been confirmed or fixed by developers (Status), and whether the bug is also triggered by randomly injecting network partitions during our experiment (Random).

As shown in Table 3, CoFI successfully detects all four known bugs using the workloads specified in the bug's JIRA report, demonstrating CoFI's effectiveness in detecting known partition bugs.

Table 3 also shows that, CoFI identifies 12 partition bugs using the interesting variables and the simple workloads (common user and admin operations) that we specified for each system (Table 1). All 12 bugs are previously unknown in the system versions we test. At the time of writing, four of the unknown bugs have been confirmed by developers. The exposed unknown bugs have different symptoms, including severe failures like node crashes and data access failures. Note that these bugs only rely on a small set of interesting metadata, i.e., Cassandra's node status, HDFS's NameNode status, YARN's ResourceManager ID, container location, and container ID.

In Table 3, we can also see that CoFI is effective in exposing partition bugs that requires the network partition to stop at certain points. Specifically, 10 out of 16 bugs can only be triggered by stopping the network partition at certain timing. CoFI exposes these bugs by systematically stopping the network partition for each type of messages. On the contrary, it is challenging to expose these bugs using existing techniques that rely on developers to specify when the network partition starts and stops.

5.2.2 False Positive Analysis. Table 4 shows the detailed statistics of applying CoFI to the latest versions of the target systems. In total, CoFI reports 49 unique test failures in these systems (Column Failures). 15 of these failures are caused by the unknown bugs listed in Table 3 (Column Bugs). The remaining failures are mostly false positives (Column False Pos.), while one failure cannot be reproduced for diagnosis (Column Can't Repr.).

We further investigate the false positives reported by CoFI. We find that, most (28 out of 33) of these false positives are caused by our checkers asserting for operation success while the operation has to fail. For example, in one of the false positives in Cassandra, a data read with quorum consistency (2 out of 3) fails with a “NoHostAvailable” error. This failure matches with Cassandra’s
A failure can be a bug, a false positive (False Pos.), or undecided if it cannot be reproduced for diagnosis (Can’t Repr.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Failures</th>
<th>Bugs</th>
<th>False Pos.</th>
<th>Can’t Repr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra-3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2†</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2†</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARN-3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARN-2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1†</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†The two failures in HDFS-3 and the two failures in HDFS-2 share the same two root causes (HDFS-15367 and HDFS-15235).
‡The failure in YARN-2 shares the same root cause (YARN-18232) with one of the failures in YARN-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Invariants</th>
<th>Test Runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mined</td>
<td>Selected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra-3</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-3</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS-2</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARN-3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARN-2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,009</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The system is inconsistent. At this point, CoFI starts a network partition on NN₂. During CoFI’s systematic exploration of different partition stopping points, it will test stopping the network partition before Step 2, which then triggers the bug. In our experiment, CoFI exposes this bug using only 15 runs when testing HDFS-3. As this example shows, the correctness of a protocol implementation can be hard to analyze under intricate network partition scenarios. CoFI can help expose partition bugs in the implementation by systematically exploring different network partition scenarios. It is also worth noting that to trigger this bug the network partition needs to start and stop in the middle of one failover command issued by the admin. Therefore, injecting network partitions at the user operation level, i.e., starting and stopping the network partition before or after the failover command, cannot trigger this bug.

5.3 Comparing with Random Fault Injection

Table 3 also lists the bugs triggered by randomly injecting network partitions using the policy described in §5.1.3. We find that CoFI is more effective in exposing partition bugs than random injection. Specifically, the random injection only triggered 6 out of 12 bugs triggered by CoFI. Moreover, the random injection did not trigger any bugs that are new to CoFI. It is also worth noting that if the random injection does not stop the network partition, 3 out of these 6 bugs will not be triggered.

To understand why random injection is not effective in triggering partition bugs, we further analyze the triggering process of four representative bugs (CASSANDRA-15437, HDFS-15367, HDFS-15235, and YARN-10232) to compute the probability to trigger them randomly. First, we assume that the node to partition is correctly selected. Then, based on a concrete execution, we compute the probability of selecting the right starting point of the network partition \( P(\text{start}) \) and the conditional probability of selecting the right stopping point based on the selected starting point \( P(\text{end}|\text{start}) \). Finally, the probability to randomly trigger a bug is computed as \( P(\text{bug}) = P(\text{start}) \times P(\text{end}|\text{start}) \). We find that the two bugs triggered by both CoFI and the random injection have high likelihoods to trigger \( P(CA-15437) = 12.65\%, P(HF-15367) = 8.87\% \), while the other two bugs only triggered by CoFI have much lower probabilities \( P(HF-15235) = 0.08\%, P(YN-10232) = 0.002\% \). Therefore, both our experiment and our analysis suggest that CoFI is more effective than random injection in triggering partition bugs.

5.4 Overhead Analysis

To measure the overhead of CoFI, we record several metrics while applying CoFI to detect unknown bugs. The metrics include the
number of invariants mined and selected by CoFI, as well as the test iterations and wall clock time CoFI spends in testing each target system. Table 5 shows the values of these metrics.

In the fault injection stage, there are in total 13,016 test runs for all five system versions (Column **Iterations**), which takes about 585 hours to finish (Column **Time**). Specifically, the average time for each test run (Column **Time / Column Iterations**) in Cassandra and HDFS is about 1 to 2 minutes. On average, YARN requires more than 10 minutes to finish one test run. This is because YARN employs a wait-and-retry mechanism for many operations. The test time can be shortened by configuring YARN to reduce the wait time and the number of max retries. Given that cloud systems are complicated, the above result demonstrates that CoFI is efficient to be used for real world cloud system testing.

Table 5 also shows, in the invariant mining stage, CoFI mines 1,009 distributed program invariants from the target systems (Column **Mined**). After applying CoFI’s invariant pruning strategy, only 237 invariants remain (Column **Selected**). That’s said, about 76% of invariants are removed by CoFI’s invariants pruning strategy, significantly reducing the number of invariants to test.

### 6 DISCUSSION

We now discuss limitations and potential threats in our approach.

**CoFI’s Fault Model.** CoFI focuses on a simple fault model: one temporary network partition occurs on one node. Hence, CoFI can miss some partition bugs, e.g., the ones triggered by partitioning multiple nodes. Even though CoFI is not complete, our evaluation shows that CoFI is effective in detecting partition bugs. Extending CoFI to support more fault models can be our future work.

**Identifying Interesting Variables.** CoFI’s effectiveness and efficiency depend on the quality of the specified variables. Specifying uninteresting variables, e.g., variables for local file system data, may prevent CoFI from injecting network partitions at interesting inconsistent states. Moreover, specifying variables that are updated at the same time, e.g., `nodeId` and `nodeId_charArray`, will cause CoFI to test redundant network partition scenarios. To help identify interesting variables, we suggest developers to specify metadata variables that interact with network. Moreover, CoFI provides default interesting variables for our target systems. In the future, it is needed to automate the variable identification process.

**Monitoring Variables.** CoFI does not use complicated program analysis or expensive synchronization to collect consistent states of the cloud system. Instead, CoFI employs a simple heuristic, i.e., using the before-send and the after-handle program points of the same message to construct system states. This heuristic may cause CoFI to collect an inaccurate state, e.g., if the variables are asynchronously updated in the mean time. In the future, this inaccuracy can be removed by adding synchronization across the cluster.

**Threats to Validity.** Due to resource limitation, we evaluate CoFI using five versions of three popular cloud systems. Therefore, our experimental results may not reflect the situation in other cloud systems, e.g., distributed streaming systems. However, we strive to be unbiased by selecting systems with different functionalities (i.e., a distributed NoSQL database, a distributed file system, and a distributed computing framework) and architectures (i.e., peer-to-peer vs. coordinator/worker).

### 7 RELATED WORK

**Fault Injection.** Fault injection is a commonly used technique for exposing fault-triggered bugs. In recent years, many fault injection techniques have been proposed to expose bugs in cloud systems.

NEAT [2] and Jepsen [23] both inject network partitions when testing cloud systems. However, they rely on developers to specify when a network partition starts and stops, which makes them less desirable for exposing partition bugs that have strict timing requirements on network partitions. Moreover, both tools inject network partitions at the user operation level, which limits their effectiveness in exposing intricate partition bugs. On the contrary, CoFI systematically and smartly explores different starting points and stopping points of network partitions at message level, which enables CoFI to expose partition bugs effectively.

Other fault injection techniques include randomly dropping network packets [32], injecting node crashes [1, 29, 30], injecting filesystem faults [16], injecting API failures [3, 4], and reordering network messages [28]. CoFI is complementary to these techniques since it focuses on a different and important fault model for cloud systems, i.e., network partitions.

Fault injection has also been commonly used to test how general software behaves at adversarial scenarios, such as power faults [22, 33, 46] and adversarial inputs [26, 34, 45]. These techniques do not focus on exposing partition bugs in cloud systems.

**Bug Detection Techniques for Cloud Systems.** Besides fault injection, many other techniques have been proposed to detect bugs in cloud systems. For example, distributed model checkers explore all possible interleavings among network messages and local computation to expose bugs in the cloud system implementations [21, 24, 31, 43]. While being powerful, they still suffer from the state space explosion problem. Some tools can detect bugs by statically analyzing the source code of the cloud systems [7, 9, 44]. Partition bugs involve complex interaction between multiple nodes in the cloud system, which is challenging to analyze statically.

### 8 CONCLUSION

We present consistency-guided fault injection (CoFI), a novel technique that injects network partitions to expose partition bugs in cloud systems. CoFI is the first fault injection technique that controls both the starting point and the stopping point of the injected network partition. Our evaluation on popular cloud systems shows that CoFI is both effective in exposing partition bugs and efficient to be used in real world cloud system testing.
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